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Abstract—Clustering is a machine learning approach used to group similar data points. Mean 
shift is a constant window-based clustering algorithm that can calculate the number of clusters in 
evitably however fail to guarantee the convergence of the algorithm. The primary downside of the 
Mean shift algorithm is that the algorithm requires to set a stopping criterion (threshold point) 
otherwise, all clusters pass toward one cluster, and constant bandwidth is used here. It fails to 
outline the upper bound of iteration numbers and necessity to set the iteration numbers. Here we 
proposed anew Mean Shift algorithm, called Modified Mean Shift(MMS), which can overcome 
the all-defined drawbacks of Mean shift algorithm. The MMS takes KD-tree data structure to sort 
the dataset and sets all data points as initial cluster centroids without random selection. Then every 
iteration, it shifts the variable bandwidth sliding windows to the actual data point nearest to the 
calculated mean using Euclidean Distance algorithm and by this way find the number of clusters 
automatically. This paper handles the missing values problem using k-Nearest Neighbor 
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Imputation (kNNI) method. The MMS algorithm produces accurate result than Mean shift on both 
synthetic and real datasets testing. 

Keywords—Clustering, Mean Shift, Euclidean Distance, KD-Tree, kNNI 

 
I. Introduction 

Data mining defines as a very widespread decision support system to extract hidden, unknown and 
valuable knowledge among the huge amount of data[2].Clustering is called a substantial 
application of data mining that help to group data points where similar group holds typically 
similar types of data points and different group hold highly uncommon types of data points. Now 
a days the rising computer technology formed different large datasets that are high dimensional. 
Clustering is termed as an significant part of data analysis where can ensure the grouping of data 
points ensured similar objects should be in same cluster [3]. 
Mean shift(MS)algorithm is considered as an fixed bandwidth clustering method that is iterative 
and non-parametric, used widely in many applications. This Mean shift(MS) algorithm was 
anticipated by Fukunaga and Hostetler in 1975 that used to locate densely areas of data points 
using fixed  sliding window[4]. The key benefit of mean shift (MS) technique is that it does not 
need any former knowledge to find the number of clusters and does not need the clusters shape.  
Missing values presenting in the dataset define as a great problematic in real-world applications. 
There are some approaches we used here to deal with this problem. Missing values problem in 
datasets are mainly produced sometimes by equipment failure, sometimes system errors and 
human errors and so on [7]. The approache stake to handle missing values problem are divided 
into two types. First one is defined as case deletion technique: In this technique we need to delete 
data points which contain missing values. If there are less data points which contain missing 
values, we can delete them. But if there are more missing data points which contain missing values 
and if we delete them the datasets become small and the results become incorrect[8].The second 
one is missing data points by imputation technique: Here we replace the missing data points with 
a known value of the distribution and by this method, our proposed MMS Algorithm provides 
better result with this complete dataset because each missing data points is exchanged by known 
values. In our, paper we handle missing data point values by k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation 
(kNNI)method .In this imputation method were place the missing data points by discovering the 
mostly similar data points from the datasets. 
 
This paper attentive to improve the quality and accuracy of the Mean shift Algorithm. Our 
proposed Modified Mean Shift(MMS)technique able to define the upper bound of iteration 
number. In contrast to the Mean shift Algorithm our defined MMS does not need to set any 
stopping criterion(threshold point) and does not need to set the number of iterations and also, 
provides the guarantee of convergence. 
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We completed some experiments on Modified Mean Shift (MMS) algorithm on both synthetic and 
real word datasets. Our proposed MMS algorithm always provide better accuracy result on those 
selected data sets rather than Mean Shift algorithm. 
 
II. Related works 
The main disadvantage of Mean shift(MS) algorithm is required to set a stopping criterion and  
can’t able to defined the upper bound of iterations. Mean shift(MS) algorithm uses constant 
bandwidth .So it’s very difficult to determine an optimal size global bandwidth for different 
datasets with high dimension to gain better clustering result. Also, it is very difficult to guarantee 
the convergence of the algorithm. There are several methods to improve the quality and accuracy 
of Mean Shift algorithm mover last few years. 
 
Chunxia Xiao et al. [9] proposed an Efficient Mean-shift Clustering approach that used a decreased 
feature-space to enhance the result. The decreased feature-space represents an adaptive clustering 
end result of authentic dataset via the usage of adaptive KD-tree shape in excessive dimensional 
feature-space. But constant bandwidth is used right here and for this motive it’s very difficult to 
get an superior dimension bandwidth for the dataset of extraordinary dimension and dimension to 
get higher clustering result. 
 
Bogdan Georgescu et al. [10] proposed a new approach referred to as locality-sensitive-hashing 
(LSH) algorithm to limit the computational complexity of adaptive imply shift technique however 
right here we want to use pilot gaining knowledge of method to find out the most effective 
parameters of the dataset. 
 
Vo Thi Ngoc Chau et al. [11] proposed a new clustering algorithm that has two parts.  The first 
phase is used to get to the bottom of the incompleteness of schooling records and the 2d section 
proposed a suggest shift-based clustering method the use of nearest prototype method known as 
MMS_nps. The important trouble is that it can’t robotically consider the bandwidth price h based 
totally on inherent traits of datasets. 
 
Dorin Comaniciu et al. [12] deliberate a Modified Mean Shift algorithm for fixing automated 
bandwidth hassle (variable bandwidth). It can discover an foremost bandwidth for dataset of 
distinctive dimension and dimension to get higher clustering result. But the convergence of the 
algorithm is no longer verified and need to set new release range for clustering purpose. 
 
Loai AbdAllah et al. [13] proposed a new imply shift clustering method that can deal with lacking 
values hassle of datasets. They take a weighted distance feature referred to as MDE distance with 
Mean Shift Algorithm alternatively of Euclidian distance to compute the distance between two 
factors with lacking attribute values. But want to set stopping criterion. 
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Yizong Cheng [14] described suggest shift as an iterative technique that shifts each and every 
records factor to the imply of records factors in its neighborhood. Fixed bandwidth is used right 
here for clustering cause and in order to work with suggest shift, it is essential to have pattern 
factors on each aspects of a nearby maxima. Also, the technique may also no longer work correctly 
in excessive dimensional area or with too many neighborhood maximums.  

III. Modifiedmean SHIFTalgorithm 
The main disadvantage of Mean shift (MS) algorithm is required to set a stopping criterion and 
can’t able to define the upper bound of iterations. Mean shift(MS) algorithm uses constant 
bandwidth and Also, it can’t guarantee the convergence of algorithm. Our defined Modified Mean 
Shift (MMS) able to solve these difficulties. MMS works with some following steps given 
below[1]. 

A. Handling missing values  by k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation (kNNI) 
Missing values presenting in the dataset define as a great problematic inreal-world applications. If 
there are less data points which contain missing values, we can delete them. But if there are more 
missing data points which contain missing values and if we delete them the datasets become small 
and the performance and accuracy of algorithm decreases heavily. To solve this problem, k-Nearest 
Neighbor Imputation(kNNI)method is used here to replace the missing values. 
k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation (kNNI) method: were place the missing data points by discovering 
the mostly similar data points from the datasets 

B. KD-tree for Data Partition 

 KD-tree defined as a binary search tree and here data points are prearranged in k-dimensional 
feature space. KD-tree(k-dimensional)is used to save and present the dataset in a data structure. 
A non-leaf node in KD-tree divides into two parts. The points in the left side are defined by left 
subtree and points to the right side defined by the right subtree[15].Suppose we have a two 
Dimensional data (X,Y) showing in  Table 1. 

TABLE I.  2D DATASET FOR KD-TREE 

Data points X Y 
point1 0.670 0.970 
point2 0.330 0.760 
point3 0.400 0.680 
point4 0.120 0.560 
point5 0.600 0.300 
point6 0.280 0.720 
point7 0.830 0.730 
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Firstly, we divide the data points into two parts by comparing each X value with root of X. 
Root(X)= (Max(X) + Min(X))/2= (0.83 + 0.12)/2= 0.48. Next label we compare dividing two 
groups Y values with root of Y.Root(Y) =( Max(Y) + Min(Y))/2. Repeat this condition until 
fulfill criteria.  
TABLE II.  TIGHT BOUNDS FOR NODE_1 AND NODE _2 

Tight 
bounds 

X Y 

Node_ 1 0.11 <= X<= 0.42 0.53 <= X<= 
0.75 

Node _2 0.54 <= X<= 0.96 0.29 <= X<= 
0.93 

Table 2, shows the tightest bounds area for node_1 and node_2. Similarly, divide the data structure 
into more partson basis of dimensions until each leaf node holds maximum two data points. 

 

Fig.1. KD-tree fortable 1 dataset 

Fig. 1. shows the visual representation of sorted dataod table 1. At first side compare X value with 
root of X and next label compare Y value with root of Y and repeat this pattern until each leaf 
node has maximum two data points[6]. 
 

C. ModifiedMean Shift Clustering  
Modified mean shift (MMS) takes all data points as initial cluster centers and set variable 
bandwidth sliding window in every data points. Each iteration, the sliding window transfer towards 
areas of higher density by shifting the initial centers to the actual data point nearest to the mean 
using Euclidean Distance and multiple windows overlap when they have similar mean and then 
data points are clustered according to the sliding window in which they reside. Here Kernel density 
function is used with MMS algorithm. 
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Given ndata objects Pj,j = 1.….n on a d-dimensional space Rd. Forn number of data points, we 

have n initial cluster centroids and the algorithm converges at most (n-1) iterations .So there is no 
need to set number of iterations. Our proposed MMS algorithm can provide the upper bound of 
the number iterations (i.e. n − 1) for each data point. The multivariate kernel density estimation 
obtained by kernel K(p) and window radius hj ≡h(pj) is 

 

f pj =
1

nhj
d K

p-pj

hj

n-1

j=1

                                              (1)  

For radially symmetric kernels,  Kernel k(p) satisfying 
 

K(p)=ck,dk(||p||2)                                                                       (2) 

 
where ck,d is defined as normalization constant that guaranteesK(p) ∝1 and  modes of K(p)are 
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where g(p)  k'(p). The first term of ∇f pj  is proportional to the density estimated at 𝑝with 

kernel G(p) cg,dg(||p||2)   and the second term 
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define as Modified mean shift with variable bandwidth hj and number of iteration (n-1). The 
Modified mean shift vector always moves toward the direction of maximum dense area. 
So, the Modified mean shift can be obtained by  
 
• evaluating Modified mean shift vector nhj

(pt) 

• translation of sliding window pt+1=pt+nhj
(pt) 

That provide the guarantee of convergence of the algorithm where ∇f pj =0. 

 
Modified Mean shift algorithm mode discovery process is illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
From Fig. 2. In Modified mean shift clustering (MMS) algorithm firstly we defined the dataset as 
weighted matrix and used k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation method to handle missing values 
problem and mentioned all data points as initial cluster centers. 
 
Secondly, we set a variable bandwidth sliding window in every data point and no need to 
established the iteration numbers. 

 
 

Fig.2. Modified mean shift clustering procedure(take all data points as initial cluster centers) 

 
Fig.3. Modified mean shift clustering procedure (shifting window) 
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From Fig. 3. We noticed, in every iteration the sliding window move to a new actual centroid 
nearest to the mean using Euclidean distance algorithm. Multiple windows overlap when they 
holds similar mean value and Finally, the data points are clustered correctly by help of sliding 
window. 
Here Gaussian KD-tree is used to speed up MMS algorithm. KD-tree data structure partitions the 
datasets and store it. It starts from a root point and visit the end leaf until a leaf mode has maximum 
two data points[5]. 

D. Overview of Algorithm 
Our proposed Modified Mean Shift algorithm (MMS) works with following steps: 
 
Input:  
Dataset A={a1…..an},n ≥2 on d-dimensional and Variable bandwidth hi where i=1…n and Profile 
function g(p). 
Output:  
Clustering results R1……Rj where jdefined the number of clusters. 
Steps: 

 Initialize dataset as weighted matrix pattern. 

 Use k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation for handling missing values. 

 KD-tree data structure to sort data. 

 Set every data point as initial centroid. 

 Take variable bandwidth sliding windows on every data point.  

 Calculate the mean inside the variable bandwidth window.  

 Discover the actual data points nearest to the mean using Euclidean distance and move the 
window to that points. 

 Repeat till convergence and get R number of Clusters. 

IV. Experiments 
In experiment part, we determined results of our defined MMS algorithm on both synthetic and 
real word datasets to measure the accuracy of Modified Mean Shift algorithm (MMS) comparing 
with Mean Shift(MS) algorithm. 

A. Datasets 
The Modified Mean Shift algorithm (MMS) algorithm executes operation on both synthetic and 
real word datasets to determine the clustering accuracy. The Synthetic datasets are produced by 
using Gaussian distribution [16].Here we have five synthetic datasets of different dimension.  
 
TABLE III.  CHARACTERISTICSOF SYNTHETIC DATASETS 
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The synthetic datasets are exposed in Table 3. Dataset are characterized by instance (P), cluster(k) 
and the Feature(Q). 
Next stage, we observed five real world datasets take from the UCI machine learning 
repository.[18]The real world datasets are shown in Table 4. 
 

TABLE IV.  CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL DATASETS 

 
 
B. Experimental Settings and Evaluation Methods 

To measure the clustering accuracy of Modified Mean Shift algorithm (MMS), we used Purity and 
Rand Index defined as below. 

V. Purity:Correctly classified objects percentage is defined as Purity  and the purityrange  is 
between 0 and 1. 

f(x)=
1

P
maxn Qs∩Rt

t

s=1

                                                     (5) 

 Serial 
Number 

Real 
Datasets 

Instance 
(q) 

Feature 
(n) 

Cluster 
(k) 

1 Wine  178 13 3 

2 Iris 150 4 3 

3 Seed 210 7 3 

4 Glass  214 10 6 

5 Mammo  961 6 2 
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Here (a).P=instance number, (b). n=cluster numbers, (c).Qs=instances in clusters, (d).Rt=instances 

in cluster n that has maximum intersections with cluster t, among all the clusters. 

VI. Rand Index: Rand Index is a popular estimation technique where a set of n elements 
P={p1,…..,pn} divided into two part Q and R to compare Q={ Q1,…..Qu} with u subsets and 
R={R1,…..,Rv}with v subsets, define as following: 

 w: similar pairfor both Qand R subsets. 

 x :different  pair for both Qand R subsets. 

 y:pairssamilarin Qand different in R subset. 

 z:pairs different in Qsubset and samilar in R subset. 

R=
w+x

w+x+y+z
=

w+x
n
k

 

Intuitively𝑤 + 𝑥defines agreements and 𝑦 + 𝑧 defines the disagreements between Qand R. 
C. Experimental Results and Analysis 
Here we compare the investigational results between Modified Mean Shift algorithm and Mean 
Shift (MS) algorithm. We take five synthetic and real datasets to present that our proposed 
Modified Mean Shift algorithm provide better clustering result. In Mean Shift(MS),we need to set 
the iteration numbers and a stopping criterion defined as threshold point ϵ, for achieving clustering 
result and without setting stopping criterion all clusters may shift toward one cluster. Mean shift 
(MS) algorithm uses constant bandwidth. So it’s very difficult to determine an optimal size global 
bandwidth for different datasets with high dimension for better clustering result. So, the 
convergence criterion of Mean Shift(MS) is not proven. MMS takes every data point as initial 
cluster centers. If we haven data instances, we need to perform at most (n-1) iterations for correct 
result and there is no need to set a stopping criterion.k-Nearest Neighbor Imputation (kNNI) 
method, Variable bandwidth sliding window (hj), and KD-tree data structure are also used with 
Modified Mean Shift (MMS)  for better clustering accuracy. 
 

 
Fig.4. Plotting of a well distributed dataset with Mean Shift 
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Fig. 4. Shows, D_data 5 the clustering result using Mean Shift algorithm. D_data 5 is a well-
organized 2D synthetic dataset contains 800 data points with three clusters. Mean Shift takes 
constant bandwidth h=1000, iteration numbers=100, stopping threshold point value ϵ=0.01. After 
finishing all iterations Mean Shift algorithm can find three ambiguous clusters.  
On the contrary, our proposed Modified Mean Shift (MMS) can cluster D_data 5 performing at 
most (800-1) iterations. Variable bandwidth sliding window is used here so that the algorithm can 
select bandwidth(hj) automatically. 
 

 
Fig.5. Plotting of a well distributed dataset with ModifiedMean Shift 

Fig. 5. present that Modified Mean Shift can cluster D_data 5 more correctly than Mean Shift 
Algorithm. 
So, we can become sure that Modified Mean Shift (MMS) provides better clustering algorithm 
than Mean Shift(MS). 

TABLE V.  COMPARISON OF CLUSTERING ACCURACY BETWEEN MEAN SHIFTAND MODIFIED 

MEAN SHIFT ON SYNTHETIC DATASETS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5 shows the accuracy test result between Modified Mean Shift algorithm and Mean Shift 
(MS) algorithm for five synthetic datasets. Here only D_data 3 shows almost similar result but all 

 
Synthetic 
Data 

 
Purity 

 
Rand Index 

 
MS 

 
MMS 

 
MS 

 
MMS 

D_data1 0.791 0.832 0.789 0.840 

D_data2 0.820 0.851 0.822 0.829 
D_data3 0.858 0.859 0.849 0.850 

D_data4 0.715 0.790 0.720 0.789 
D_data5 0.775 0.900 0.768 0.800 
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synthetic D_data1, D_data2, D_data4, D_data 5 show high accuracy result using Modified Mean 
Shift(MMS) algorithm. Observing all examples, it is clear that our proposed Modified Mean Shift 
(MMS) algorithm is far better than Mean Shift (MS) on accuracy testing. We used Python 
Spyder(ana) for coding purpose. 
 

TABLE VI.  COMPARISON OF CLUSTERING ACCURACY BETWEEN MEAN SHIFT AND MODIFIED 

MEAN SHIFT ON ON REAL DATASETS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 shows the accuracy test result between Modified Mean Shift algorithm and Mean Shift 
(MS) algorithm for five real datasets.Observing all examples, it is clear that our proposed Modified 
Mean Shift (MMS) algorithm is far better than Mean Shift (MS) on accuracy testing. 

VII. Conclusion and Future Work 
The main weakness of Mean shift (MS) algorithm is required to set a stopping criterion and can’t 
able to define the upper bound of iterations. Mean shift (MS) algorithm uses constant bandwidth. 
So it’s very difficult to determine an optimal size global bandwidth for different datasets with high 
dimension to gain better clustering result. Also, it is very difficult to guarantee the convergence of 
the algorithm. Our defined Modified Mean Shift (MMS) able to solve these difficulties. MMS 
takes every data point as initial cluster centers. If we haven data instances, we need to perform at 
most (n-1) iterations for correct result and there is no need to set a stopping criterion.k-Nearest 
Neighbor Imputation (kNNI) method, Variable bandwidth sliding window (hj), and KD-tree data 
structure are also used with Modified Mean Shift (MMS) for better clustering accuracy. But the 
MMS algorithms time complexity is more than Mean Shift algorithm and take more iterations. So, 
reduce the iteration numbers and time complexity of our MMS algorithm is our future work. 
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